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The success of Fortran as the predominant programming language in the field of scientific and
numerical computing is due, in part, to its steady evolution. Following the publication of
standards in 1966 and 1978, the committee responsible for their development, X3J3, worked in
conjunction withan ISO committee to develop a standard suitable for use in the 1990's and
beyond. This standard, ISO Fortran 90, contained new features for large-scale computing nd
data abstraction, but still retained all the old familiar features. Fortran 90/95 Explained is a
thorough examination of Fortran in1995. It represents a complete revision of the original 1990
text Fortran 90 Explained, in particular a more detailed explanation of many features, more
examples, and new appendices. One completely new chapter discusses Fortran 95, a revision
of the ISO Fortran 90 standard based on theinterpretations that have been requested following
its implementation and use. In addition, new features to keep ISO Fortran aligned with High
Performance Fortran have been added, along with a number of minor improvements. All of these
are fully described for programmers wanting to update theirskills.

...Neil Sperry is the undisputed dean of of Texas gardening....Neil has established himself as
Texas' most prominent expert on gardening. ― Liberty PressOne of the more comprehensive
nooks containing plants for Pklahoma is Neil Sperry's Complete Guide to Texas Gardening . This
excellect reference has colored pictures of trees... -- Bill Geer ― OklahomanHighly rated by all
our experts for its completeness, photos, drawings and wide variety of topics... ― The Dallas
Morning NewsSerious gardeners pluck Neil Sperry's Complete Guid to Texas Gardening off the
shelves at local bookstores almost as soon as the books are put there. -- Christi Mayes ― Waco
Tribune-HeraldNeil Sperry is regarded as Texas' foremost gardening authority. The book will be
an indispensable guidde for every gardener. ― Canyon Texas NewsIf you only have one basic
gardening book Neil Sperry's Texas Gardening is the one to have. -- Dr. Calvin finch ― Austin
American StatesmanThe best, maybe the only book for beginners and newcomers to Texas.
This book is the place to start. ― Fort Worth Star-TelegramCovers everything you need to know
about making things around you grow in your area of the state. ― Austin Homes and
GardensComprehensive, thorough, well-written and thoughtfully organized...beautifully
illustrated...I would recommend this book heartily to any serious gardener. ― Corpus Christi
Caller TimesNeil Sperry is the man to trust for all your gardening needs. The section on Texas
lawn is enough to start your fantasies dancing. -- Louise Gregg ― Times Record
News...everything you need to know about regional gardening is here... -- Gilbert Onderdonk ―
Fort Worth Star-TelegramThe beginning horticulturist will be illuminated by the abundance of
helful visual aids provided...The visuals coupled with the straightforward and easy-to-
understand text provide an encyclopedic guide to lawn that will make your neighbors turn



green.This book has plenty of heart.For anyone who is determined to create a suburban oasis
Neil Sperry's Guide to Texasw Gardening will be as valuable a tool as a weed whacker. -- Bruce
Felps ― Weekender...the updated version of Sperry's first book is a must-buy for gardeners who
care about their landscaping. -- Valerie Ullman Avery ― Lubbock Avalanche JournalHe covers
trees, shrubs and vines and tells you everything you need to know about flowers―both annuals
and perennials. ― Longview News-JournalThis volume, often called the bible of Texas
gardening, is an ideal choice for neophyte gardeners and for those new to growing in the Lone
Star state. ― San Antonio Express-NewsLong referred to as "the bible of Texas gardening," Neil
Sperry's volume is an essential for gardeners in our area. ― The Arboretum News... it is difficult
to imagine anything not covered in what is Texas' most comprehensive garden guide ... ― The
North San Antonio TimesYes, the green thumb of Dallas has done it again .... ― D MagazineThe
basic advice [Sperry] gives his Texas audience is sound guidance for the rest of the nation .... --
C ― The Christian Science Monitor
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John, “Five Stars. a really nice little book, but not intended for beginner”

Belden Family, “as advertised. Great book by great authors. I spent a lot of time learning Fortran
and I prefer to have tangible books.”

Shaun Forth, “The first F90 book I reach for. In my opinion this book gives a thorough, yet
concise account of the Fortran 90 programming language and its more recent Fortran 95
revision. Its virtue lies in its unambiguous definition of terms, programming constructs, function
definitions etc. It is ideal for the experienced programmer who wants to know how to code a
specific task in Fortran 90. It is most definitely not suitable, nor aimed at either the novice
programmer or the programmer of the Fortran 66 era; both of whom need a slower, more
example and algorithm driven, introduction to the Fortran of the 90's.I have successfully used
this book for teaching, but only to experienced Fortran 77 programmers eager to learn about the
new language, and with the aid of highly structured lectures and supervised computer tutorial
sessions. I would not recommend it for student self study.As an experienced programmer, what
I most like about this book is that I can look up a term in the index, be referred to a small number
of entries in the text, and rest assured that in those few pages I have all the information I require
on that topic. Other Fortran books I have read frequently do not document, or pay scant regard
to, important features of the language such as optional arguments to I/O statements or generic
function disambiguation.If I were only allowed to keep just one Fortran 90 text book this would
be the one.”

Brian L., “Concentrated Acid for FORTRAN 95. For the experienced FORTRAN 77 programmer,
this is the best book you can own for learning FORTRAN 90/95. Don't be fooled by its
unimpressive size, the content is what's important and the only metaphor I can find is this: the
contents of this little jewel are like concentrated acid. I'm not at all surprised the authors of
Numerical Recipes in FORTRAN 95 site this book as their favorite reference. This book is not
for the faint at heart, but then, what successful programmer is? This rare jewel combined with
Adams, Brainard, Martin, Smith, and Wagener's "FORTRAN 95 Handbook" is all the aspiring
FOTRAN 90/95 programmer needs.One example of the many gold nuggets I found in this title
that I could find mentioned almost nowhere else: Instead of declaring a function as EXTERNAL
so that it may be used as an actual argument in a procedure reference, Metcalf and Reid
recommend using an interface block in the scope of the procedure reference using the actual
function name, and a similar interface block in the referenced procedure (using the dummy
argument procedure name), thereby allowing the compiler to envoke all the checking associated
with explicit interfaces. Using the EXTERNAL attribute for this scenario does not allow that
depth of checking, and, indeed, Chapman makes it seem as if the EXTERNAL statement is
required to pass a function name as an actual argument. Adam's et al write that the use of



interface blocks makes this use of EXTERNAL effectively obsolescent (p 473).I did have one
problem with my edition of "FORTRAN 90/95 Explained", the index was bound incorrectly (the
pages were out of sequence).”

Peter Jay Salzman, “Essential reference book. There are two types of essential books to be on
your bookshelves. Books to learn from and books to reference.This book is the essential
reference. Once you learn Fortran, this is the book to turn to when you need to know the details
of the language.I find myself using this book over and over again for my research project. It's
short, concise, absolutely accurate and complete, making it the perfect book to have right next
to your keyboard.In response to the 1 star review, this is _not_ the book to learn the language
from if you know nothing about Fortran, but it would be a serious mistake not to stock your
bookshelf with this gem of  a book.”

jacko koster, “Fortran 90/95 Explained. Fortran 90/95 explained by Metcalf and Reid is a
reference work that covers systematically all the fundamental concepts in the Fortran 90 and 95
programming language standard. The text is concise, yet it is sprinkled with examples. I consult
the book often and usually find quickly what I am  looking for.”

Client d'Ebook Library, “bon texto complet dans les commandes , mais peut claires les
explications. texto optimal pour les commandes, plus tôt complet, ils sont bien catalogués , et on
trouve un indication à tous. Mais l'explication est mince, et peu claire par fois. Beaucoup plus
claire, et optimal pour l'enseignement et débutants le texto de Cooper REDWINE, Fortran 90
Upgrading - Springer et Verlag editor.”

The book by Madelain Farah has a rating of  5 out of 3.8. 13 people have provided feedback.
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